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ABSTRACT The languages spoken in Asia share common morphological analysis errors in word segmentation which normally propagate to higher-level processing, i.e., part-of-speech (POS) tagging, syntactic
parsing, word extraction, and named entity recognition (NER), as we discuss in this research. We introduce
the Thai character cluster (TCC) to reduce the errors propagated from word segmentation and POS tagging
by incorporating it into the character representation layer of bidirectional long short-term memory (BiLSTM)
for NER. The initial NER model is created from the original THAI-NEST named-entity (NE) tagged corpus
by applying the best performing BiLSTM-CNN-CRF model (the combination of BiLSTM, convolutional
neural network (CNN), and conditional random field (CRF)) with the word, POS, and TCC embedding.
We determine the errors and improve the consistency of the NE annotation through our holdout method by
retraining the model with the corrected training set. After the iteration, the overall result of the annotation
F1-score has been improved to reach 89.22%, which improves 16.21% from the model trained on the original
corpus. The result of our iterative verification is a promising method for low resource language modeling.
As a result, The NE silver standard corpus is newly generated for the Thai NER task, called Bangkok Data NE
tagged Corpus (BKD). The consistency of annotation is checked and revised according to the improvement
of the scope of NE detection by TCC which can recover the errors in word segmentation.
INDEX TERMS Low-resource languages, named entity recognition, Thai language, Thai named entity
annotation corpus.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper proposes a novel method of iterative NE tagging
refinement that can be applied to a noisy NE corpus, to generate a silver standard Bangkok Data NE tagged Corpus (BKD)
to solve the problem of the limited resources of the Thai language. Some difficulties of language processing in the fundamental issues are also a high barrier to overcome, to improve
language processing. The Thai language is an alphabetic
language, with no explicit word or sentence boundary, and it
is an isolated language, without grammatical markers. These
issues can induce a vast amount of ambiguities in morphosyntactic analysis. Therefore, the consistency problem in
word segmentation and grammatical tag annotation is not
trivial. The errors are always propagated to consecutive tasks
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Essam A. Rashed
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such as word dependency, parse tree annotation, word sense
disambiguation, and certainly in the current task of namedentity (NE) annotation. Since word segmentation is not in
the scope of this paper, we manually correct the result when
necessary and apply the state-of-art word segmentation based
on the trigram part-of-speech (POS) tagging model [17]. The
POS tagset is introduced from the ORCHID POS tagged
corpus [20].
The THAI-NEST corpus [27] is currently the largest Thai
NE corpus, collected from 21 Thai online newspaper publishers from January to December 2009. The collection contains
a good balance in the variation of the text domain. In the
corpus, word segmentation is applied and annotated with
the POS tagset. On top of that, the seven types of NE tags,
namely, date (DAT), location (LOC), measure (MEA), name
(NAM), organization (ORG), person (PER), and time (TIM)
are annotated to the corresponding words. The corpus is
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manually annotated with one type of NE for a particular file.
The size of the corpus is significantly large. It is a corpus
of approximately seven million words or about 80 thousand
sentences, as shown in Table 1. However, it needs a proper
data cleansing process, especially for the word segmentation
errors and inconsistency in NE tagging, as we preliminarily
conducted a consistency test on the corpus and found that the
errors have a significant effect on the accuracy of the named
entity recognition (NER) task.
The accuracy of word segmentation has a strong impact
on the quality of the corpus. The error normally propagates
to higher-level processing in producing the features of word
spelling and its POS labeling. To recover the errors, TCC
is used instead of a character in many cases. [19] proposed TCC, the smallest standalone character unit according
to the spelling rules, to represent the character to reduce
the errors in determining the breakable positions in the
string. For example, the next breakable position in the string
’’ is ‘‘
’’, not ‘‘
’’
after ‘‘
because the vowel sign ‘‘ ’’ has to be combined with a base
consonant like a diacritical sign. ‘‘ ’’ is called a character
cluster or Thai Character Cluster (TCC). TCC can be defined
by a set of spelling rules. There is no ambiguity in forming
a cluster, therefore, there is no error in clustering and it can
provide a better context to represent a character-level feature
of a word.
To improve the performance of NER, especially for the
non-segmented language such as Thai, we found that utilizing
the advantages of TCC representation instead of a character
in the character embedding layer of bidirectional long shortterm memory (BiLSTM) can mitigate the NER errors according to the inaccurate word segmentation results. The approach
is also viable for other non-segmented languages having similar character composition clues such as Lao, Myanmar, and
Cambodian. Though it is out of the scope of this research, the
larger unit of character composition can reduce the perplexity
at the character representation level.
In this paper, we propose an efficient method to clean
up a noisy corpus with language difficulties by state-ofthe-art NER using the combination of BiLSTM, convolutional neural network (CNN), and conditional random field
(CRF) (BiLSTM-CNN-CRF) [13]. Our novel approach of
applying the Thai character cluster (TCC) proposed by [18]
for character-level representation in the character-embedding
layer performs better in BiLSTM-CNN-CRF with POS and
word embedding [22], [23].
The main contribution of this research is to overcome the
problem of the shortage and the quality of annotated corpus for model training and evaluation. The existing corpora,
though there are not many, still have a big problem in the consistency of word segmentation and annotation. Using a noisy
corpus for training certainly cannot expect a high precision
out of the model. With the limitations of the availability of
the NE annotated corpus, we propose an efficient method to
refine the existing corpus though it is full of errors because
developing a new large corpus is labor-intensive and costly.
53044

We refine the noisy corpus of THAI-NEST automatically to
construct a so-called silver standard corpus (automatically
constructed corpus with comparable quality to the gold standard corpus) [7] for the NER study.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II provides the
grounded works on NE dataset development and the proposed
tagset for preparing the NE corpus. Section III summarizes
the previous works on some effective approaches for the Thai
language NER, and our proposed solution. Section IV gives
the information of the THAI-NEST corpus which is used
in this study. The size and the annotation scheme are elaborated. Section V discusses how CNN-TCC for characterlevel representation in the character embedding level can
capture the NE spelling pattern to enhance the performance
of BiLSTM-CNN-CRF for Thai NER. Section VI describes
the performance and the comparison results of each model
when applied to the same corpora. Section VII proposes a
method of iterative NE tagging refinement to improve the
existing noisy corpus and analysis results of the detected
annotation errors. Section VIII concludes the achievement
of our proposed approach of using TCC in character-level
representation and applying the iterative refinement method
to achieve the BKD silver standard Thai NE corpus.
II. RELATED WORKS

Many types of NE tagsets have been proposed. The types
and number of tags are defined according to the groups and
the tasks they are used in. The following are some examples
of the representative tagsets used in the NER task: questionanswering, information extraction, text summarization, and
machine translation.
• CONLL-2003, reported in NER shared task dataset [29],
is a well-known collection of Reuters 1,393 newswire
articles that contains a large portion of sports news.
It is annotated with four entity types (person (PER),
location (LOC), organization (ORG), and miscellaneous
(MISC)).
• MUC-6 [5] is a dataset consisting of newswire articles from the Wall Street Journal annotated with person
(PER), location (LOC), organization (ORG), as well as
several temporal and numerical entities.
• OntoNotes 5.0 dataset [8] is annotated with 18 finegrained NE categories. Those categories are PERSON,
NORP (Nationalities or religious or political groups),
FACILITY, ORGANIZATION, GPE (Countries, cities,
states), LOCATION, PRODUCT, EVENT, WORK OF
ART, LAW, LANGUAGE, DATE, TIME, PERCENT,
MONEY, QUANTITY, ORDINAL, and CARDINAL.
• IJCNLP-08 NERSSEAL shared task tagset is a dataset
consisting of 12 fine-grained NE tags.1 Those tags are
person (NEP), designation (NED), organization (NEO),
abbreviation (NEA), brand (NEB), title-person (NETP),
title-object (NETO), location (NEL), time (NETI), number (NEN), measure (NEM), and terms (NETE).
1 available at http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/ner-ssea-08
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For the Thai language, there is a THAI-NEST corpus
which is word-segmented and annotated with POS and seven
types of NE tags, namely, date (DAT), location (LOC),
measure (MEA), name (NAM), organization (ORG), person
(PER), and time (TIM). The tagset is detailed enough for
common tasks but due to Thai language difficulties in word
segmentation and POS tagging, it is difficult to find common agreement in the annotation. These morphological errors
cause difficulties in higher levels of NE annotation.
[12] has exhaustively surveyed NER research and classified the approaches into (i) Rule-based approach, which does
not need annotated data as it relies on hand-crafted rules;
(ii) Unsupervised learning approach, which relies on unsupervised algorithms without hand-tagged training examples;
(iii) Feature-based supervised learning approach, which relies
on supervised learning algorithms with careful feature engineering; (iv) Deep-learning-based approach, which automatically discovers representations needed for the classification
and/or detection from raw input in an end-to-end manner. The
state-of-the-art NER in the deep-learning-based approach has
been proposed by [13], BiLSTM-CNN-CRF. An experiment
has been conducted on the CoNLL-2003 corpus, obtaining
91.21% F1 for the NER task.

III. THAI NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION

Up to the present, several approaches have been applied to
the Thai language NER task.
In the rule-based approach, [3] surveyed to show that the
NE lexicon and clue words for NE can be used to create a
rule set for extracting and annotating the class. For example, province name, person name, or company name usu’’ (province),
ally follow a particular word, such as ‘‘
‘‘ ’’ (Mr.), and ‘‘
’’ (company), respectively. In the case
of the name without a clue word, the frequency of word
co-occurrence is used to give a threshold for selecting the
NE. They combined the heuristic rule set and the frequency
of word co-occurrence threshold to annotate PER, ORG, and
LOC of 200 articles from Kinnaree Magazine and newspapers. The results showed an average precision of 78.8%
and an average recall of 66%. This study has shown that
it is possible to use clue words to extract and classify the
NE. [24] proposed a method to extract Thai personal named
entity without relying on word segmentation or POS tagging
to avoid the errors of the resulting words and POS tags.
Instead, the gazette of 1,487 Thai personal names is created
from a 900 news article collection. The variable length of
character n-gram of the front and rear contexts of NE were
extracted to generate a set of patterns to evaluate the F1-score
of the personal name extraction. Though the average result
of the F1-score was reported as 91.58% for the context of
7-character, it was not clear how the context character n-gram
was trained and matched to the patterns. [30] prepared 15,077
patterns to map the three types of NE tags (DAT, LOC, and
PER). Patterns of the NE contexts and clue words are the
keys to creating a rule set to extract the NE. The experiment
VOLUME 10, 2022

was conducted on a very small set of corpus and the F1-score
widely ranged between 68% to 100%.
In the feature-based approach, Winnow [1] was introduced
to extract proper nouns from Thai texts [4]. It used the surrounding words and their POS as the features for Winnow
to predict the POS of the target unknown word with NPRP
(proper noun) as its POS. It is assumed that the POS of the
word with NE type of PER, LOC, and ORG is likely to be
NPRP. The authors reported that 92.17% of the test set from
5,000 sentences are correctly annotated.
[2] avoided using POS as a feature in extracting NE
because of the unreliable result of word segmentation and
POS tagging. Instead, a combination of a heuristic rule
set with a word co-occurrence approach for detecting NE,
and a maximum entropy model of word features from its
orthography and the surrounding context was used to extract
PER, LOC, and ORG from a political news corpus of
110,000 words. The F1-score of using plus-minus one-word
context (87.70%) was higher than plus-minus two words
context (79.78%). The comparison results varied according
to the type of NE. It was hard to make a conclusion about the
suitable features for their approach.
[25] investigated support vector machine (SVM) in selecting the features among word, POS, word concept, and orthography (types of character) for NER. The experiment was
conducted on a collection of 500 articles of Thai business
news from Krungthep Turakij news site.2 The combination
of word, word concept, and orthography features yielded the
best F1-score for all PER, ORG, and LOC evaluations with
an average of 86.31%. There is no doubt at all about the word
concept feature because normally the class of the concept can
make a better contribution than others. However, the paper did
not discuss how the word concept was assigned. Word sense
disambiguation is not trivial in this evaluation.
[28] proposed the syllable-segmented input rather than the
general word-segmented input to avoid word segmentation
errors. The experiment was conducted on the BEST2009
corpus3 by using the CRF approach. The size of the corpus
was about 80,000 words for training. The study evaluated
the effectiveness of the CRF model based on a syllablesegmented training set against a word-segmented training set.
As expected, the average F1-score of the syllable-segmented
model is 80.80%, which is higher than the 80.39% of the
word-segmented model for the test on PER, ORG, and LOC
annotation. The features used in the word-segmented model
are word dictionary, keyword list, and word uni-gram and
bi-gram, while the features used in the syllable-segmented
model are syllable list, and syllable uni-gram and bi-gram.
[9] utilized k-character prefix and suffix of a word in
addition to its word n-gram and POS n-gram context to train
MIRA [6] for PER, ORG, LOC, and DAT annotation. The
results showed that the k-character prefix and suffix played an
2 http://www.bangkokbiznews.com
3 Prepared by National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) for the Thai word segmentation algorithm contest in 2009.
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important role in the NE annotation task. The overall F1-score
was 82.71% when testing on the THAI-NEST corpus.
In the deep-learning-based approach, the Variational
BiLSTM with CRF (V-BiLSTM-CRF) provided a variational inference-based dropout technique to regularize the
model [31]. The experiment was conducted on the BEST2010
corpus4 with 5,238 text files (2,924,433 words) for training
and 249 text files (227,302 words) for testing. There were
twelve types of NE tags annotated. An 83.7% F1-score can
be achieved with POS embedding.
Many particular Thai NE characteristics have been raised
and studied. The accuracy of word segmentation and POS
tagging are still a big barrier to improving the NER performance. The effective features proposed in the studies can be
summed up to a list of clue words, character prefix/suffix,
POS, syllable, TCC, and character type. These features are
introduced in the above three types of approaches. Unfortunately, the reported F1-score are based on various types and
sizes of the corpus due to the lack of gold standard corpus.
It is not fair to compare the approaches to the reported results.
However, we conduct the comparison experiment of some
recent approaches with the same THAI-NEST and BKD
corpus to show the improvement when applied to the revised
corpus, and also to show the contribution of TCC embedding
to the model.
In this paper, we propose a novel method to improve the
quality of the existing THAI-NEST NE corpus by applying
the BiLSTM-CNN-CRF method, iteratively. The model is
also enhanced by the TCC embedding scheme for generating the character-level representation. In contrast to word
and syllable segmentation, TCC is a string unit defined inbetween the unit of word and syllable, which can correctly
be used to separate a Thai string according to the spelling
rules. Handling a Thai string in the TCC manner is reported
to perform better than other string units in many experiments,
e.g., Thai word boundary estimation for open compound
extraction in [19], and Thai word indexing for information retrieval in [26]. We are also preparing to release a
large enough standard Thai NE corpus for future study and
evaluation.
IV. THAI NAMED ENTITY CORPUS

The THAI-NEST corpus is a collection of news articles collected from 21 Thai online newspaper publishers
from January to December 2009. There are more than
300,000 news articles covering seven major categories of
crimes, politics, foreign affairs, sports, education, entertainment, and economy. Table 1 shows the statistics of the
THAI-NEST corpus with additional information on the number of characters and TCC. There are more than 7 million
words in 83,248 sentences.
The total size of the text collection is large enough for
training a model. However, the corpus is manually tagged.
4 Prepared by National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) for the Thai word segmentation algorithm contest in 2010.
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TABLE 1. Size of the original THAI-NEST corpus.

Therefore, there are a lot of problems with the tag consistency.
The detail is reported in Subsection VII-A. Moreover, a single
file is tagged with only one NE type, and the same file is not
used to tag with another NE types at all. This means that each
type of NE tagging has been exclusively done on each file.
This is proper for evaluating the performance of the model for
each NE tagging. However, in the end, we need an algorithm
to merge the results from each model. Also, the number of NE
tags can be increased by conducting cross-tagging among the
files. The corpus is archived in seven files, and each file is
exclusively tagged by each type of NE.
A. NE ANNOTATION SCHEME

The corpus is tagged by BIO (aka IOB2) formatting, namely,
the Begin-Inside-Outside tagging format proposed by [16].
It is the same as IOB formatting which is proposed by [15]
except that the B- tag is used at the beginning of every
chunk (i.e. all chunks start with the B- tag). Each type of
NE tag is fully expressed in the example, but in general, it is
occasionally found that the clue words of each expression are
omitted, i.e., ‘‘date’’ in the date expression, ‘‘university’’ in
the organization expression, or ‘‘Mr.’’ in the name expression.
This can cause some difficulties in capturing the pattern
model of the NE tags. The orthography feature does not help
in most cases when common nouns are used to name an
organization or person.
In Section V, our approach has shown that CNN-TCC
for character-level representation in the character embedding
level can capture the NE spelling pattern even though some
clue words are omitted, or some parts of the word are wrongly
segmented. As a result, the errors of the absence of the clue
words and the wrong-segmented words can be recovered by
the TCC embedding.
V. TCC BASED THAI NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION

We apply the BiLSTM, the state-of-the-art NER using
BiLSTM-CNN-CRF) [13]. According to our baseline
THAI-NEST corpus analysis, we found that word segmentation errors seriously affect the next coming tasks such as
POS tagging, NER, and more. The errors are propagated to
cause misjudging in further modeling. Some typical errors
are discussed in Subsection VII-A2. However, we are going
to improve word segmentation in this paper but we are going
to see how we can recover such errors in the NER task. It is
reported in [19] that TCC is a larger chunk of characters
VOLUME 10, 2022
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FIGURE 2. CNN encoding TCC for character-level representation of
’’. (Thailand.)
‘‘

FIGURE 1. BiLSTM-CNN-CRF with POS and CNN-TCC for character-level
representation.

TABLE 2. Parameter setting for the model.

POS embeddings. In addition, to reduce model overfitting,
we apply the dropout method [21] to regularize our model.
The output vector from BiLSTM is fed into the CRF layer
for sequence labeling. The previous word features and labels
are included in the CRF model to predict the current word
label. CRF is formally defined in Equations (1a) and (1b).
z = {z1 , . . . , zn } is the input sequence, and zi is the vector
of ith word. y = {y1 , . . . , yn } is the sequence label for z.
ν(z) is the set of possible sequences for z. WyT0 ,y and by0 ,y are
the weight and bias vectors corresponding to the label pair
(y0 , y), respectively. CRF is used to determine the weights of
different feature functions that maximize the likelihood of the
labels in the training data.
Qn

i=1 ψi (yi−1 , yi , z)
Qn
0
0
y0 ∈ν(z)
i=1 ψi (yi−1 , yi , z)

p(y|z; W , b) = P

(1a)

where
that can be unambiguously segmented. It also contains more
information about word components compared to a single
character.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of the full combination
of BiLSTM with a word vector from Word2Vec (W2V) for
the word-embedding level, CNN encoded TCC for characterlevel representation, and POS embedding.
The proposed NER model consists of five layers as follows: (i) Word Embedding, (ii) Character-level Representation, (iii) POS Embedding, (iv) BiLSTM layer, and (v) CRF
layer. Word, POS, and TCC vectors are concatenated before
being fed to the BiLSTM layer. Table 2 shows the hyperparameters setting for all experiments.
In the word embedding layer, we use GloVe
100-dimensional embeddings trained on the corpus of
5.7 million words as shown in Table 1. For the comparison between character-based and TCC-based performance,
25-dimensional character and TCC embeddings are prepared
to extract the character-level representation of words. In the
POS embedding layer, we use 47 different POS tags from
the ORCHID tagset [20] to extract the 100-dimensional
VOLUME 10, 2022

ψi (y0 , y, z) = exp(WyT0 ,y zi + by0 ,y )

(1b)

In the character-level representation, we apply CNN to
encode TCC rather than character because it can present a
larger unit of a string. The TCC representation is a nonambiguously segmentable unit. It is used to capture a larger
character pattern to reduce the errors from word segmentation. The result of word segmentation has been improved.
Furthermore, to make the character-level representation more
meaningful, TCC plays an important role to represent the
character unit in a larger pattern. Analogically explaining
TCC in the English alphabet, in the case of ‘‘th’’ in the
‘‘think’’ string, it is represented as a unit of ‘‘th’’ rather ‘‘t’’
and ‘‘h’’. Therefore, the representation at the character-level
of the word containing ‘‘th’’ can be distinguished from the
one containing ‘‘t’’ or ‘‘h’’.
Figure 2 shows the convolution neural network that
encodes TCC in the form of character embedding. In the char’’ (Thailand),
acter embedding layer, for the word ‘‘
TCCs (
, analogically Th | a | i | l | a | n | d)
are fed into CNN rather characters (
,
analogically T | h | a | i | l | a | n | d) in general approaches.
53047
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TABLE 3. Comparison of annotation result from CNN encoding character
(CNN-CHAR) and TCC (CNN-TCC) for the sentence. (Impact exhibition
management Co., Ltd. has launched . . . )

TABLE 4. Performance of the models on each NE file against the baseline
BiLSTM model.

The effect of CNN-TCC compared to CNN-CHAR is
shown in Table 3. Word nos. 1, 2, and 3 are a pattern of
an organization name and all are correctly segmented and
POS tagged. Therefore, both CNN-CHAR and CNN-TCC
can annotate the correct ORG tag. The problem occurs when
the string is an unregistered word for word segmentation and
POS tagging. Word nos. 4 and 5 are a part of the name of the
organization but they are wrongly segmented. The character
embedding by CNN-CHAR is not enough to capture the
pattern of the word orthography compared to CNN-TCC.
The NE for the word with word segmentation error can then
be correctly annotated by the CNN-TCC, as shown in the
correct ORG annotation in the word nos. 4 and 5. Therefore,
CNN-TCC is tolerant of the inputs with word segmentation
errors.
We investigate the effect of W2V vector embedding compared to the original word in the word embedding layer. The
experiments are conducted under the same environments of
the combination of BiLSTM, with POS, with CNN-TCC,
and with CRF. The corpus is randomly divided into 80% for
training and 20% for testing.
Table 4 shows the best F1-score of 89.22% in the
total evaluation when applying the full combination of
BiLSTM-POS-CNN-TCC-CRF with the W2V vector for
word representation. Adding the features of POS, CNN-TCC,
and CRF improves the F1-score in all types of NE tags.
Compared to baseline (BiLSTM), the average F1-score is
improved 17.21% from 72.01%, while compared to the performance of the model generated from the original corpus (before cleaning), the average F1-score is improved by
16.21% from 73.01% as shown in Table 5.
53048

TABLE 5. Performance of our best F1-score model trained on the refined
corpus (BKD) against the original corpus. (THAI-NEST.)

TABLE 6. Evidence for additional feature-wise improvement for
the sentence (. . . to compete for the position of Chairperson of the
Professional Golf Association of Thailand or PGA which will have
a Chairperson election. . . ).

Table 6 shows evidence of F1-score improvement (step
by step) when adding a new feature. The baseline BiLSTM
cannot annotate any NAM at all. When POS is additionally
applied, word no. 10, which is an abbreviation, is correctly
annotated. This is because the POS feature shows that NPRP
is more likely to be a NAM. CNN-TCC can significantly
annotate word nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 though these words are
wrongly segmented. In this context, the word no. 3 must be
’’ (Chairperson) rather than ‘‘ ’’ (Mr.) This means
‘‘
that TCC provides better spelling information to the word
than the character within the word itself, especially to the
word nos. 5 and 6 which are the unregistered words. In the
last column, CRF shows the effectiveness of the sequential
context in additionally annotating word nos. 7, and 8 because
these words frequently occur at the end of NAM phrases. As a
result, the consecutive word nos. 3-8 are annotated as a phrase
of NAM.
As a result of applying our final model (BiLSTM-POSCNN-TCC-CRF), the annotation errors between ORG and
LOC, NAM and ORG, and PER and common word have
been improved. Especially, in the case of Table 6 where the
word segmentation errors confuse the results in POS tagging
and NE tagging. After adding CNN-TCC to BiLSTM-POS
as shown in column 4, the model can recover the error of NE
tagging even if the input string is still wrongly segmented.
It shows that TCC can successfully represent a more informative unit than a single character.
VOLUME 10, 2022
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TABLE 7. Comparison of model performance.

FIGURE 3. Iterative verification NE tagging model.
TABLE 8. Model performance on the BKD refined corpus compared to
THAI-NEST original corpus.

corpus has been improved in terms of the annotation consistency. Furthermore, the results of our approach with the
advantages of using TCC to mitigate the word segmentation errors can achieve the highest F1-score on the average
measure.
VI. MODEL COMPARISON

VII. ITERATIVE NE TAGGING REFINEMENT

Table 7 shows the performance of each approach and its evaluation environment. It is hard to compare the performance of
our model to the first three models, which have been done by
using pattern and rule-based approaches because their rules
and corpora cannot be reproduced at all. The corpora used
in models 4-6 are personally collected and are not available.
Some studies are applied to the relatively small sizes of
corpora. Especially, models 2 and 4 are reported with a very
high F1-score but the corpora used in the evaluation are very
small compared to others.
Compared to models 7-9, which use a similar size of the
corpus with a comparable number of NE types, our model
significantly outperforms them in terms of F1-score measurement. Model 8 applies the MIRA approach to the same
THAI-NEST corpus as our model. We can confirm that our
model can improve the F1-score by 6.51%. Lastly, our model
shows the improvement of the similar approaches using CRF
in model 7 by 8.42%, and the combination of V-BiLSTM and
CRF in model 9 by 5.52%. The table shows that the deeplearning-based approaches still can be improved by using a
larger and cleaner corpus as well as the appropriate combination of features.
To compare the performance of the recent models in the
feature-based and deep-learning-based approaches, we evaluate on the same corpus to see how the BKD refined corpus
can improve their performance, and to confirm the contribution of TCC in the character embedding. F1-score has been
improved in almost all types of NE when applying to the BKD
refined corpus. The detailed sizes of the THAI-NEST original
corpus and BKD refined corpus are elaborated in Table 1 and
Table 10, respectively. For each type of NE, the corpora are
randomly divided into 80% for training and 20% for testing.
On average F1-score, our proposed model outperforms the other three models trained in SVM, CRF and
V-BiLSTM-CRF based approaches on the same corpus,
as shown in Table 8. The results show that the refined

Since the original corpus is disjointedly annotated by the NE
tags, we train each NE dataset to create a model separately.
As a result, we obtain seven models and use them to evaluate the performance, one by one. BiLSTM is our baseline
to evaluate any significant improvement of the combination of W2V [14] to encode the word-level representation,
CNN [11] to encode TCC in character-level representation,
and CRF [10] for including the transition score after the
output emission score from BiLSTM. The CRF emission
score for each NE tag is used to decide in the case that there is
more than one NE tag given to a particular word in the results
merging state.
We apply the full combination of BiLSTM-POS-CNNTCC-CRF with the W2V vector for word representation
iteratively to improve the errors in the original corpus. The
proposed iterative verification method works as supervised
learning in the manner of adjusting the trained model by the
corrected training set resulting from the errors detected when
comparing the test set and the generated tagged text. It is
applied across the seven files of different NE annotations,
as shown in Figure 3. We perform a repeated holdout method
to find the difference between the test set and the generated
tagged text. The corpus is divided into two random disjoint
subsets i.e. training set and test set. The model is retrained by
the corrected training set until there is no difference, or the
error is less than a threshold and becomes steady. Most of the
errors described in Subsection VII-A are manually removed
by comparing the generated result with the original tagged
text.
After a certain cycle of retraining the model, the accuracy
has been improved as well as the number of the proper training sets. The total correction of words, POSs, and NE taggings of each file are shown in Table 9, and the total statistics
of the refined corpus (BKD) are shown in Table 10. The major
errors are from the result of word segmentation (14,527 corrections) which causes the errors in POS (14,693 corrections)
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TABLE 9. Result of corpus refinement in number of correction.

meaning of ‘‘a reed’’ or ‘‘to embrace’’, while it is also a
shortened form of
(kilogram),
(committee);
‘‘ ’’ which has the meaning of ‘‘a land’’ or ‘‘terrestrial’’,
while it is also a shortened form of
(headquar(Comptroller General’s Department). Someter),
times, they result in a meaningless string if they are not
registered. It is difficult for word segmentation to determine the word boundary and POS of these types of strings.
The errors can affect the NE tagging of the surrounding
words.

TABLE 10. Statistics of the refined corpus. (BKD.)

2) WORD SEGMENTATION ERROR

The typical error in word segmentation can be found in the
’’ as shown in the result of
/NTTL
string of ‘‘ ’’ or ‘‘
or
/NCMN. This kind of error frequently occurs when the
string contains a part of an abbreviation, proper noun, or outof-vocabulary word (OOV).
3) NE AND POS ANNOTATION ERROR

and NE tagging (8,121 corrections). Correction of word segmentation errors in PER (9,329 corrections) is highly detected
because it contains the highest tags (75,287 as shown in
Table 10) compared to others, and person names are not
normally defined in the dictionary.

Most of the cases are from POS tagging errors. Normally,
the digits in the date expression must be tagged as a DONM
(determiner, ordinal number expression). With inconsistency
in POS tagging, digits are sometimes tagged as NCNM
(cardinal number) and DCNM (determiner, cardinal number
expression). The NE model then cannot capture the pattern of
the date expression.
4) ANNOTATION ERROR

A. ERRORS IN THE THAI-NEST CORPUS

The difficulties in the Thai language can cause many problems in the pre-processing step of morphological analysis.
Word segmentation and POS tagging have been large issues
in Thai language processing. Some errors can be reduced
but state-of-art word segmentation and POS tagging have not
been able to eliminate the errors.
In terms of word segmentation errors, we generate a list of
words for both THAI-NEST and BKD to measure the similarity between them. We calculate the Levenshtein distance
between words from the two-word lists and convert them into
a similarity score by normalizing the score by the longer word
of the pair. The overall mean of the similarity score is 0.9865.
The errors can be found in all types of NE when faced the
ambiguity of expression. For example, ‘‘
(sea)’’ and ‘‘
(curse)’’ are combined to be the correct word for ‘‘
(lake)’’. An example of a proper noun is ‘‘
(unknown)’’
and ‘‘
(unknown)’’ are combined to be a correct word
of ‘‘
(Kowloon District Court)’’.
By observing the difference between the input and the
generated NE tagged text in the process of iterative verification shown in Figure 3, we found the following three
types of significant errors in the incorrect and inconsistent
annotation.
1) ABBREVIATION TAGGING ERRORS

Abbreviations are not obvious. In many cases they result in
the same form as a common word i.e. ‘‘ ’’ which has the
53050

It is reported that the corpus is manually revised but some
pairs of NE tags can confuse the annotators in making decisions. We found that there are many errors in the confusion
cases between PER and common words, ORG and LOC, and
NAM and ORG.
The tags of PER, ORG, and LOC are confusing because
they are, for one reason, named by using a proper name
which is often an OOV, unknown to the word segmentation. For example, the name ‘‘
(Washington)’’
which is correctly tagged as ‘‘
/NPRP/B-LOC’’, but
it is segmented and tagged as ‘‘ /NCMN/B-LOC (palanquin)’’, ‘‘ /NCMN/I-LOC (fight for)’’, and ‘‘ /VATT/
I-LOC (stuck)’’. For another reason, they can be found in
a compound word or phrase expression, which can be composed of common words. For example, the name of a political
party ‘‘
(Bhumjaithai)’’ which is correctly tagged as
‘‘

/NPRP/B-ORG’’, but it is segmented and tagged

as ‘‘
/VSTA/B-ORG (proud of)’’, and ‘‘ /NPRP/I-ORG
(Thai)’’. In the case of PER, it is found in many examples,
such as ‘‘
(Yubamrung)’’ which is correctly tagged as
‘‘
/NPRP/B-PER’’, but it is segmented and tagged as
‘‘ /XVAE/O (stay)’’, and ‘‘
/VACT/O (maintain)’’.
Once the word segmentation and POS tagging are corrected, we do not pass the input string to the word segmentation again because it will produce the same errors, and we do
not want to make any changes in word segmentation. Instead,
the word segmented with POS tagged string is passed directly
VOLUME 10, 2022
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to the NER module, and the new words together with the tags
are registered.
The correction in the tags of DAT, MEA, NAM, and TIM
is relatively low. The expression of DAT and TIM is quite
straightforward with a common format and a closed set of
the name of the months. The errors in NAM are similar to the
case of PER, ORG, and LOC because of the way of naming
the entities.
The errors in MEA are an interesting case for the Thai
language because of the expression of the classifier. There
is a particular set of classifiers that is designated by the head
(car)’’ always
noun of the noun phrase. For example, ‘‘
takes a classifier of ‘‘ (classifier of a car)’’. However, the
difficulty occurs in the case of words having themselves as
the classifier. For example, the classifier for ‘‘ (person)’’
is the same as itself ‘‘ (classifier of a person)’’. So, the
expression of ‘‘1 person’’ is ‘‘ 1 ’’. Some examples of
errors found in the case of MEA are, ‘‘1 (1 day)’’ is tagged
as ‘‘1/DCNM/O /NCMN/O (day)’’ instead of ‘‘1/DCNM/
B-MEA
/CMTR/I-MEA (classifier of a day)’’, or ‘‘90
(90 persons)’’ is tagged as ‘‘90/DCNM/O /NCMN/O
(person)’’ instead of ‘‘90/DCNM/B-MEA /CMTR/I-MEA
(classifier of a person)’’.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Since there are many difficulties in the Thai language, it is
very cost-intensive to prepare a high-quality consistentlyannotated corpus. Our proposed methods are effective in
detecting the errors which occur in word segmentation, POS
tagging, and the inconsistently NE tagging processes. CNN
encoding of TCC for the character-level representation can
also recover the word segmentation and POS tagging errors
in many cases. Following our proposed NE tagging method
(BiLSTM-POS-CNN-TCC-CRF) which can achieve 89.22%
in F1-score measure when trained on the refined corpus,
compared to 74.96% of the baseline model BiLSTM, 73.01%
of the same model but trained on the original noisy corpus,
and 87.77% of the same model with CNN-CHAR embedding.
Iteratively, the corpus is refined and used to re-trained the
model. As a result, the performance of the NE tagging is
improved along with having the NE tags in the corpus refined.
This means that our iterative NE tagging refinement method
is effective in constructing a silver standard NE corpus. The
proposed iterative NE tagging refinement method is general. This can benefit corpus development, especially for
low-resource languages. The BKD corpus is a result of the
refinement of an existing noisy corpus. It is a silver standard
NE corpus which is available for NER model training and
evaluation. The proposed iterative refinement method works
well to correct the inconsistent tags. However, the iteration
stops when there is no difference between the test set and the
tagged results. Randomization of the test set can somehow
help to avoid the local maximum problem. Optimization of
the refinement process and automatic tag correction are left
for future work.
VOLUME 10, 2022
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